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Some of the lessons taught in this reserve include:Packing horsesEquipmentBalancing the
loadMaking campGetting along in the wildernessFinal tiesAnd many more! The full treatment is
definitely amplified by the excellent drawings by Joe Back, a most-able artist, in addition to a
guy who knows what he's talking about from personal experience. Therefore whether that is
your first time out or you’  Horses, Hitches, and Rocky Trails may be the most complete
presentation available of the method of packing for the wilderness.Horses, Hitches, and Rocky
Trails can be for both the amateur just learning how to plan the wilderness and the professional
packer looking for some new ideas. With amazing illustrations, Joe Back again makes it easy to
be prepared and safe on your travels. Dark includes step-by-step instructions on not only how to
plan heading out into the wilderness, but also how exactly to cope with the elements.re a
seasoned veteran, make sure that Horses, Hitches, and Rocky Trails is roofed with the rest of
your packed equipment.
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great lights My husband got it to provide to a friend. My husband has many copies and keeps
giving them away. Great book. Three Stars It's ok. I discovered to tie a single diamond hitch just
using the Joe's drawings. Five Stars Will need to have for a horseman!. You'll learn as much or
even more from the drawings as you will the written text.. Four Stars good This is a great I'm a
professional rope jerker because the auther likes to call us. This is an excellent read Five Stars
Enjoyed it very much! Five Stars Full of good information in case you are around horses and
utilize them. ok read Started out very good then got just a little boring. THE classic packer book
This is a must have. The drawings are amazing, and are worth the price of the book only..
Humorous and entertaining, while also being interesting. If your looking for a classic packer
book filled with good information, drawings, humor, anecdotes and can be an essential part of
packing lore, then buy that one. If you're searching for the latest methods, this is not your book.
Some of the information is out of date, for instance you'll find nothing about deckers. In fact, buy
several because you will want to give them to friends and family as stocking stuffers. Four Stars
Both informative and entertaining.
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